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Chapter 14 Battlefield 

Wake up from Longchen's injury to the Lingxiao, a total of four days passed. Long Chen calculated the 

time, the days of the family conference should be almost the same. 

"The star warfare can't be big, I am still the fourth most important thing in the dragon, and Yang 

Lingyue, the sixth-largest dragon in the dragon's context, is still worse..." 

Long Chen frowned, and he decided to wait for the coffin to wake up and leave. 

Four days later, the coffin woke up. 

Seeing that Longchen was a big ad, she was anxious to say: "It seems that you have used the mountain 

demon ginseng. The current strength should be able to compete with the stars and the wolf. There is 

not much time for your family meeting. We have to set off quickly. His cave." 

Long Chen stunned and said: "Would you like to go to him? His benefits have been taken away by us." 

"You don't know, for you, the guy itself is a treasure." Lingbi whispered. 

"God is mysterious, I don't know what to do." 

Although doubtful, Long Chen still chose to believe in the coffin, and the two went toward the cave of 

the star demon wolf. 

"Oh, what is this baby in the stars, what do you say is good for me?" 

"Star hair demon wolf's hair is very special, can actively absorb the energy of the stars, after absorbing 

the power of the stars, its hair becomes very hard, only the effect of the martial arts can be the same. In 

general, the hunting star wolf can sell more. It’s also because of these hairs, and these hairs are helpful 

to your star battle!” 

Listening to the mystery, Longchen secretly screams, this world is really nothing. 

Thinking of the stars and the wolf's hair is actually helpful to the star warfare, Longchen knows that this 

time it really needs to fight once, as long as the victory, can complete the dragon's will. 

Long Chen originally thought that Ling Yu was so concerned about this star demon wolf, for her own 

sake, I did not expect it for him. 

"This chick, though stupid, has a hard mouth, but my heart is very good." 

For the sake of the coffin, but also for the dragon green, this time also have to fight out, and he 

promoted the fourth heavy dragon, more than a few times stronger than before, defeating the stars 

demon wolf, there is still great hope. 

"Dragon Warrior, this unheard of name, what exactly means, the old man is such a mysterious person, 

since it is so valued..." 

Soon, they appeared outside the cave. 



The coffin is worried: "The star demon wolf is very powerful, not inferior to you. If you can't fight, you 

can escape. I just want to give you a new stack at the family meeting, don't put it in." 

Long Chen smiled and said: "Nothing, your mind I understand, but I am Long Chen, it is not so easy to 

defeat." 

Put the sword of the spirit on the ground, Longchen said: "You will see how I marry this little beast." 

The strong confidence in the smile made the coffin somewhat lost. 

"Bad man." 

I secretly groaned in my heart. 

Longchen Guangming is appearing in the hole of the star demon wolf, the star battle body is small, and 

the dragon is the fourth most important, and both forces erupt at the same time. 

In this way, the stars and wolves in the cave can instantly feel the existence of Longchen. 

The territory of the beast is super-conscious, and Longchen invades his territory, naturally **** it. 

After coming out, I found out that the person who stole his thing last time, the star demon wolf gave a 

sigh, and without saying anything, it suddenly rushed toward Longchen. 

There are bloodstains in his chest. Longchen knows that this is a wounded by the Lingbi. I am afraid that 

because of this, the Lingbi can rest assured that Longchen will fight with it. 

However, the speed and strength of the Star Wolf at this time still made him shrink. 

Seeing that the star demon wolf is so powerful, the coffin is also a bit flustered, afraid that he will do 

bad things with good intentions. 

"Don't move, I won't lose!" 

Long Chen’s voice rang in her ear, and the young boy in front of the wind had already fought with the 

other side, and the coffin finally did not move. 

"okay, I trust you." 

She quietly cheered for Longchen in her heart. 

At this time, Longchen broke out all the power of the star battle body, not only the defensive power 

soared, but if there is no star power, it is like a myriad of blades around his body surface and around. If 

ordinary people are close, I am afraid that they will be This sharp breath is hurt! 

At this time of the flesh, coupled with the infuriating power of the number, Longchen's strength once 

again soared, before he faced the star demon wolf has no resistance, but now it has the energy of 

positive resistance. 

A bang of the tiger and the star wolf collided together, although the shape of the star demon wolf is 

much higher than that of the dragon, but the two are evenly matched, and the power of the star demon 

wolf is strong, so that the dragon’s arm is trembling, the dragon Chen’s star battle also made the 

opponent seem to have been cut by the blade. 



There are stars and scars on the limbs, which makes the other side more violent. The star demon wolf 

makes a roar, and once again, the limbs are on the ground, soaring toward the dragon, the demon 

power is diffused in its body, a pair of claws, toward Long Chen caught! 

"The beast's style of play, although terrifying, is extremely scary, but I am more courageous than your 

head, not afraid of your set!" 

The attack of the Star Wicked Wolf is very hot, and it is fatal, but Longchen is not weak. He is actually a 

very hot person in his bones. It has only been buried for more than ten years. This experience has 

suddenly come out, and the stars are wolf. Although it is powerful, it has even slammed Longchen back! 

The Star Wars makes Long Chen in the battle, has a very keen reaction, the Star Wolf is completely 

attacked by the beast, he uses the method of combating the beast. 

Like a whirlwind, Longchen's leg slammed the other side back a few feet, then he snarled and broke his 

strength on the leg. The whole person turned into a comet and slammed into the star wolf. 

"Being the fourth most important thing in the dragon, I can use the true power of the comet, let you try 

the attack that was previously vulnerable in your hands!" 

"The Stars of the Stars, destroying the earth!" 

With a loud bang, the huge power made the star demon wolf hit the mountain wall in an instant. At this 

time, it was already scarred by the place in the boxing of the comet, and the mountain wall behind it 

was also pressed out of a mesh crack. ! 

Once again, a fist hit the star wolf, Long Chen instantly grabbed its head. 

At this time, in the eyes of the star demon wolf, it is still the cruel fierce light of the monster. However, 

after repeated serious injuries, it has not had much resistance. The last piece of Longchen’s fist is 

squatting in its jaw. The bones are broken and the pieces are inserted into the head of the star demon 

wolf. 

Seeing this scene, the coffin finally breathed a sigh of relief. 

I just found out that the star demon wolf became stronger. She was nervous and dying. She knew that 

Long Chen had a few pounds and two. This time, she was able to defeat the star demon wolf. It was 

because he used the game more than the other party. 

"This guy... It’s a metamorphosis. It’s so scary to start a hand, it’s not good to talk, but it’s really nice to 

laugh...” 

Thinking of this, the coffin suddenly has some warmth. 

At this time, Longchen has pulled the huge body of the star demon wolf and came to the Lingbi sword. 

Longchen proudly said: "Chick, what's wrong with you? Is it a battle scene for Laozi's mighty, 

fascinated?" 

Lingbi originally thought that this kid was good. At this time, he was talking, and he was disgusted for a 

long time. He said: "You want to be beautiful! This girl can't look at you!" 



Long Chen smiled and turned to the topic, frowning and staring at the star demon wolf, said: "Hey, why 

not snoring, tell my brother how to use this hair." 

When asked about this, Lingbi suddenly got excited and said: "What can I do, get all the hair down, and 

then swallow it into the abdomen, so that you can't do it!" 

Long Chen suddenly stopped, looked at the stars and wolves, his face was bitter, and he supported the 

branch: "You...you told Laozi to eat this animal's hair? Laozi actually wants to eat Mao?" 

"Well, eat its hair..." 

Long Chen slammed and fell to the ground. 

After half an hour. 

Long Chen sat on the ground, on the surface of his skin, a faint starlight emerged, more and more rich, 

his eyes rounded, and the two eyeballs turned into stars, shining brilliantly. 

Behind him, he was the body of a star-studded wolf. 

This kind of scene is very reminiscent of the traitor. 

The coffin stayed and looked at the dragon in the cultivation ~www.mtlnovel.com~ giggled for a long 

time, suddenly, her smile froze. 

"Really, what is in the middle of chaos, he is just a weak warrior in this remote place. It is impossible for 

me to have a deep intersection with me. If it really helps me to restore my body, then I will help him 

again." "" 

At this time, Longchen is at a critical juncture in cultivation. 

"The fur of this dog thing is soft, but it enters the body, but it seems to be added to the blade. A 

devastating force is raging in my body and destroying my body. These forces should be the power of the 

stars!" 

Forced to endure the pain, Long Chen suddenly transported the secret law of the stars and battles, and 

cultivated the stars and battles with the power of the riots in the body. In the violent destruction of the 

power of the stars and the use of the dragon and the stars, the body of the body is gradually broken, 

and his body is gradually strengthened. 

Thinking of the tragic situation before half an hour, Long Chen’s stomach kept rolling. Under the 

shackles of the coffin, he really took down the disgusting wolf hair. It was miserable, but in order to 

become stronger, he was do my best. 

Under the tempering of the endless stars, the flesh continued to become stronger, and finally reached a 

critical point. With a bang, a star vortex broke out in Longchen, and a huge force shook around! 

Long Chen suddenly stood up and felt the huge power in his body. Looking at his skin, he could look at 

the faint starlight, such as the blade flashing out of it, his pair of scorpions, bursting with the ray of light, 

and the night sky. The stars in the game are generally the same. 

"Dacheng's star warfare, is it so strong?" 



He looked in the direction of Baiyang Town. 

"Yang family, I am coming..." 

 


